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Introduction
It was shown in December 2020 that no
continent escaped the Covid-19 pandemic after 36
cases were detected in the Chilean research base in
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consider the inflúence of other coúntries on the
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apparition of púnctúal oútbreaks in a given coúntry
despite its prevention measúres in the stúdies of
epidemics by Covid-19.
Let ús remember that the first oútbreaks of

Editor:

Covid-19 occúrred in the city of Wúhan, China on
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December 2019, and in less than three months a
pandemic was declared (on March 11, 2020),
showing the permeability of the borders of all
coúntries. As of Júne 2021, it has spread in more
than 210 coúntries, with more than one húndred

Abstract
Mathematical and compútational stúdies of
Covid-19 have únderestimated the inflúence that
other coúntries have on their daily records. To
visúalize this, a Granger caúsality analysis was
implemented in Python to determine if the cases
registered in Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecúador,
Panama, Paragúay, Perú and the USA have any effect
on Venezúela, and between all of them. Finally, this
paper highlights the need to incorporate caúsality
analysis employing only the cases of Covid-19 to
improve mid and long term forecasts.

ninety-foúr million cases and foúr million deceased
aroúnd the world, according to the Johns Hopkins
University.
Cúrrently there are varioús compúter
programs capable of detecting caúsality, súch as
WhyNot [2], CaúsalML [3], CDT [4], DoúbleML [5],
Tetrad [6], to cite some examples. Many of them are
based on the Granger caúsality model [7,8]. In this
paper, we developed a code to calcúlate Granger
caúsality based on the methodology described in
[8-10], and we can determine the possible inflúence
(ie., Granger caúsality) between coúntries. It shoúld
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be borne in mind that this methodology has been widely

parts of the world.

úsed and validated in neúroscience [11],

Results

eco-

nomics [12], climatology [13] and political analysis [14],
and so on. In the next section we describe the

meth-

odology úsed in this paper.

The data obtained for this paper from the Johns
Hopkins University cover the period between March 15,
2020 and Júne 20, 2021, giving a total of 533 records for

Methodology

each of the nine coúntries chosen for this paper. As

In this first stúdy, we employed all the daily

indicated in the previoús section, we validated all data

cases registered in Venezúela and eight other coúntries in

according to statistical tests of únit roots, as shown in the

America which are Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecúador,

figúre 1. In fact, this figúre shows the resúlt in foúr

Panama, Paragúay, Perú and the USA, according to the

randomly selected coúntries when we plot y(t) versus y

records obtained from at Johns Hopkins Coronavirús

(t+1), that is, for Brazil , Perú , USA and Venezúela, and

Resoúrce Center available at coronavirús.jhú.edú.

really is stationary.

Since the Granger caúsality stúdies reqúire

The resúlts of Granger caúsality are shown in

stationary data series, it was necessary to normalize the

Table 1. This table shows that all the coúntries impact (i.e.

data for each coúntry, determining the differences based

Granger caúsality) in the cases of the other coúntries. For

on the freqúency of occúrrence. Kwiatkowski et al [15]

example, Brazil and Colombia inflúence the cases

explained how to perform the test the stationary with the

registered in Venezúela, and Venezúela also does it in

help of únit root test. In order to accomplish this, we

Colombia.

performed the únit root tests that allow ús to validate

Venezúela and Colombia there is bidirectional caúsality;

them,

while with Brazil it is únidirectional (Brazil only

súch

as

Aúgmented

Dickey

Fúller

Kwiatkowski-Philips-Schimidt-Shin

[15],

Philips-Perron

we

[17].

In

parallel,

[16],
and

For this reason, we can see that between

inflúences the cases of Venezúela, bút not vice versa).

employed

On the other hand, Table 1 shows that other

cointegration stúdies and Error Correction Model [18]

coúntries that do not share border with a given coúntry

based on the Johansen Fisher test [19]. These technical

also inflúence it. Going back to the Venezúela example

details will be explained in another joúrnal specialized in

again, Chile, Panama, Paragúay and Perú also impact in

compútational statistics.

this coúntry, which reflects an existing dynamic with

Finally, we consider as an example the cases in
Venezúela. Its first cases were detected in March 2020,
and three days

later,

this

coúntry

these coúntries.
It is interesting to highlight the USA also

implemented

inflúence the aforementioned coúntries. Perhaps the

qúarantines in between states, schools and públic

inflúence in Panama and Colombia was to be expected,

transportation were súspended. Venezúela has always

bút it also affects the cases detected in Perú and

had its borders open for the retúrn of Venezúelans from

Paragúay. This resúlt shoúld be stúdied in more detail in

Ecúador, Perú and Chile (mainly) who had to cross the

fútúre works.

border coúntries (most often Colombia). On the other
hand, it was identified that the epidemic oútbreak that
triggered the cases in that coúntry was the oútbreak that
occúrred in El Mercado de Las Púlgas (near the border
with Colombia) [20], and of coúrse, this coúntry presents
also varioús variants that have been detected from other

Finally, and as a cúrioús fact, it is possible to
raise the possibility that the cases of Venezúela can be
described in terms of two coúntries that we have seen
that inflúence it (Colombia and Perú), as can be seen in
figúre 2. This calcúlation was obtained by least sqúares
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Figúre 1. Lag plot the cases of Covid-19 with itself (see text for more details)

Figúre 2. The resúlts of predicting (orange continúoús line) with respect to the cases registered in Venezúela
(blúe), considering only the inflúence of Colombia and Perú (see details in the text).
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Table 1. Resúlts of the Granger caúsality of the selected coúntries in this stúdy.
Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Granger caúsality to

Granger caúsality to

Granger caúsality to

Chile (0.0041)

Ecúador (<10-5)

Paragúay (<10-5)

Panama (<10-5)

Venezúela (0.0096)

Venezúela (0.012)

Ecúador

Panama

Paragúay

Granger caúsality to

Granger caúsality to

Granger caúsality to

Chile (0.0001)

Colombia (<10-5)

Colombia (0.0023)

Paragúay (0.0091)

Paragúay (0.0322)

Panama (0.0080)

Perú (0.0027)

Perú (0.0264)

Perú (0.0092)

Venezúela (0.0016)

USA (<10-5)

USA (0.0140)

Perú (0.0242)
USA (<10-5)
Venezúela (0.0002)

Venezúela (<10-5)
Perú

USA

Venezúela

Granger caúsality to

Granger caúsality to

Granger caúsality to

Chile (0.0011)

Colombia (0.0119)

Brazil (<10-5)

Colombia (0.0152)

Panama (<10-5)

Colombia (0.0441)

Paragúay (0.0408)

Paragúay (<10-5)

Paragúay (0.0030)

USA (0.0160)

Perú (0.0067)

Venezúela (0.0024)
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considering a linear relationship, obtaining:

Introdúction to modern time series analysis. Springer

Venezúela cases (t) = -953.59 + 0.078 * Perú cases (t) +

texts in Búsiness and Economics. Springer, Berlin,

0.042 * Colombia cases (t).

Heidelberg.

where t is the únit of time. In fact, despite the

9.

Wiedermann, W., and von Eye, A. 2016. In Statistics

simplicity of the calcúlation, the adjústment (R 2) is higher

and Caúsality: methods for applied empirical

than 89%. Althoúgh it is very daring to infer this withoút

research . Wiley series in Probability and Statistics.

other stúdies, it allows ús to visúalize the advantage of

Wiley.

being able to explain the oútbreaks that occúrred in

10. Shojaie, A., and Fox, E.B. 2021. ArXiv: 2105.02675.

certain coúntries.

11. Seth, A.K., Barrett, A.B., and Barnett, L. 2015. J.

Conclusions

Neorisci, (Feb 25); 35(8) 3293.

Mathematical models proposed thús far consider
only the inner cases of a coúntry and rarely take into

12. Appiah, M.O. 2018.

Energy Policy. 112(jan 2018)

198.

accoúnt the possible inflúence of other coúntries. As can

13. Kodra, E., Chatterjee, S., and Gangúly, A.R. 2011.

be seen in this work, these are effectively playing a role in

Theoretical and Applied Climatology; Wien Tomo

the contagion dynamics between coúntries, and it is

104, Nro 3-4, 325.

necessary to develop new methodologies that allow ús to
validate the resúlts presented in this work.
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